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Abstract 
The appearance of new terror threats is a reality. They manifest themselves as perils which can be replicated as the new 
use cases on terrorist attack events in surprising sceneries and arenas. In this paper, the behaviour of the relevant entities is 
blazonry explained, modelled, analysed, evaluated and simulated using the DYVELOP method within the pertinent 
threat/peril life cycles. They are modelled on looping terrorist attack scenes in pertinent environments and their 
metamorphoses, operating at real threat/peril scenes. This article helps to clarify and identify the roles and processes of 
these scene entities, domains, actors, participants, interfaces and users. The DYVELOP method is a fundamental 
instrument for the objective analysis, understanding, evaluation, interpretation, development and computerized modelling 
& simulation of emergency/ societal security awareness, performance, continual planning, management, training and 
intervention. Base upon qualitative research it deduces within a process the necessity for operational cooperation among 
all participants, collaborating to fulfil the requirements of crisis management stakeholders, controlling the crisis scene in 
many environments using process systems and use cases. 
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1. Introduction 
The surprising appearance of new terror threats has been and will continue to be a constant possibility 
anywhere in the world. They are the actual expression of perils, which are replicated as new threats within the 
life cycles of terrorist attack events that are distributed in real time (simultaneously, sequentially, continuously, 
gradually or by anniversary) and in real space (areal, national, geographical, continental, global) and in 
relative environments. The relevant entities´ behaviour can be blazonry modelled, analysed, evaluated and 
simulated using the DYVELOP method [1] within the pertinent ´Threat/Peril Life Cycle´ = ¢¢TPLC²². The 
TPLC metamorphoses are modelled looping scenes of terrorist attacks, where the loop number is displayed by 
the stars ¢¢*²² in Fig. 1 and elsewehre below. The TPLC solutions contribute to the more exact and objective 
provision of all services which operate at threat/peril scenes in various environments (ENV). They help clarify 
and identify the roles and processes of these scene entities, domains, actors, participants, interfaces and end 
users. The TPLCs can be fundamental instruments with which to objectively analyse, understand, evaluate, 
interpret, develop and computerize modelling & simulation of emergency/ societal security awareness, 
performance, continual planning, management, training and intervention. They deduce within a process the 
necessity for operational cooperation among all participants collaborating to fulfil the requirements of crisis 
management stakeholders, controlling the crisis scene in many environments, using process systems and use 
cases. Here, controlling is the general capability to have control over situational policy.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Threats/Peril Life Cycle (TPLC) interpretation and parameters 
 
The exact dependence of the Peril Abundance Ratio (PAR) in real time (t) - passing from the top of the 
page to the bottom, as is usual for algorithms - is modelled on the TPLC plotted line in Fig. 1. This brought 
quite innovative solutions to the problem when the DYVELOP [1] method was first used for the precise 
purpose of threat/ peril modelling and simulation as part of the FP RS EU ´CAST´ grant treatment [3]. Both 
mathematical relations above the (1) and the (2) follow PARt = f(t) expression. This is then followed by  
PARrate U  ¢0; rS². The Terror TPLC (TTPLC) is modelled on an everyday computer with a MS operating 
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system and has the circumstances: i* = (0, 4²  U1U4   PAR4 t PAR0. Here, the plotted line of mathematical 
dependence the PAR and PARrate is shown in real time. This line runs through four phases on one loop. The 
name and character of these phases are assigned according of the No. of looping phase stars.  One* (star*) 
will be used for the first* unpredicted TTPLC. More stars ¢**, ***) denote further TTPLCs. In Fig. 2, a 
¢¢Launching*²² is the first threat phase, controlled by ¢¢principalActor*= unidentified TERRORIST*²², when 
a completely new threat appears. Its target is unknown for all imminent injured entities, except terrorist 
inflictors. The second phase a ¢¢Functioning*²² is characterised by an attack polarity and the making clearer 
about real peril. The continuation of these two phases is entirely dependent on the arrangements of the 
unidentified terrorists The third phase ¢¢Settling*²² is characterised as a peril of use case character already, and 
depends on the amount of knowledge obtained about the event. Here, after the attack, processes are aimed at 
rescuing injured entity, resettlement, crisis elimination and stabilizing the situation. The fourth phase of use 
case ¢¢Restoring*²², is characterised by a reproduction of the peril / threat by anyone to any place. Rules for 
any of four phase’s TTPLC loop dictate that the PAR of phases one, two and four is increased; in contrast, the 
PAR decreases in the third phase. This rule is responsible for the PARrate sign change (+-) in ¢¢U2 ʜU3²². 
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Fig. 2. Blazonry operation scenario of a constant unpredicted terror threat scene in the first* ad hoc life cycle (TTPLC*) - ´Grand Zero 
Event´ 
2. Terror threats life cycles virtual modelling  
The blazon in Fig. 2 has a pivotal black environment ¢¢Disaster [Black Box] Circumstantial* ENV I²², 
which is determined framework of the first* operation of a newly arisen constant unpredicted TTPLC*, which 
virtually manifests an actual new catastrophic terrorist attack within the US arena. Here, the troops 
¢¢standard* equiped FR²² (´First Responders´ = FRs: rescuers, fire-fighters, police, paramedics, passers-by 
and volunteers) have their roles assigned and examined according to a pilot motif of the ´CAST´ project aim - 
i.e. enhancing the future level of the awareness, performance, planning and management of EU FRs and 
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optimizing their personal protective equipment and gear in the EU [3]. The FRs operate on US scene of 
“Grand Zero” arena in ¢¢First Responders PerformOperation*²². This operation is under the controlling, 
command, control and coordination of (4C) actor = ¢¢US Crisis/EmrgMngmnt RecoveryOperation*²² (smaller 
right arrow), starting at t2 time.  Here the culmination of the crisis event ¢¢U2 ʜU3²² creates ¢¢Crisis 
Culmination²²  and FRs operate (intervene) until recalled. The security actor ¢¢*US SecurityCorps 
Resumption Operation*²² (the largest arrow) has special, mainly intelligence, investigative and research roles, 
competencies and tasks. Both the above actors intensively cooperate together and they combat against 
¢¢Disaster [Black Box] Circumstantial* ENV I²² (still unknown terroristic rival) at the ¢¢Conflict (battle) 
Interface²². US arena actors start their passive cooperation simultaneously in TTPLC* phase ¢¢Launching*²² 
between time t0 to t1 at the starting time ts*, when the new unknown threat changes to become a real peril. The 
¢¢US Crisis/EmrgMngmnt RecoveryOperation*²² culminates in TTPLC* phase ¢¢Settling*²², within 
¢¢rescueENV²², when rescue, settlement and liquidation works are at their most intensive. Its operation is 
finished in the time tf*, near t3 when the ¢¢Restoring*²² phase commences. In this phase (a use case of an 
already known terrorist rival) is eliminated by a response operation of ¢¢*US SecurityCorps 
ResumptionOperation*²². The threat characteristics and their causative inflictors now also become known 
abroad, after which it is possible to expect a repetition of the peril somewhere else in the world. The work of 
the US security corps intelligence, investigative and research activities and services are not finished until long 
after the ´Grand Zero Event´ (¢¢Restoring*²² phase in fact in the far future beyond the time t4*. The best 
scenario is that they expand to establish continuous cooperation and the knowledge/ experience exchange 
between international intelligence/security institutions across the world. This is necessary because the 
¢¢Restoring*²² TTPLC* phase evokes ´Grand Zero´ idea occuring elsewhere in the world for a newly 
emergent ¢¢principalActor NEW TERRORIST**²² (see Fig. 3). In the origin of TTPLC*, the PA R*0 has a 
value of zero. If the first phase place out in practice, then PAR will increase. This means that phases* are 
metamorphosed into real use cases*. It follows in the real value of PARrate¢¢U²². Wher the use case 
¢¢Functioning*²² has PAR!!0, then its value is naturally above zero. In real time t2, this value is maximal, i.e. 
R*max = 100%.  The appalling idea of a ´Grand Zero´ type terrorist threat/peril is alive and its global span 
parameter R* ´span´ =  R*max  - R* min = 100% is given! 
In the ¢¢Restoring*²² phase in t4 where R*4 # R**4, a new ¢¢principalActor NEW TERRORIST**²² 
merges as an actor within the threat life cycle continuity. The R*4 # R**4 metamorphosis then serves as the 
initial PAR value also for future TTPLCs** perpetrated elsewhere in Fig. 2 & 3. The second** blazonry 
scenario of TTPLC, terrorists have carried out a “copycat” strike in the European terrorist scene and arena, 
this time in different circumstances. This crisis scenario** has a pivotal environment ¢¢EU Repressive** ENV 
II²², which is the result of better (comparative ¢¢rescueENV*²²) awareness of the ¢¢National Crisis/Emrg 
Mngmnt Operation**= principalActor**²². There is a better readiness and likehood of success, in the battle 
against a terror attack from ¢¢Terrorist´s** ENV 0²², attempting to realize the ´grand zero typology terrorist 
attack copy´ within an EU scenery. Such an attack, however, primarily strikes just one country or nation. For 
this reason a ¢¢standard* equipped Nat FR²² has a more operable starting position, under the control (4C) of 
¢¢National Crisis/Emrg Mngmnt Operation**= principalActor**²². These FR operate in the EU arena in 
¢¢IntropFirstRespsPerformOperation**²² starting within the ¢¢Restoring**²² use case, initiated by ¢¢Actor= 
NEW TERRORIST**²² after t4**, where R**4!0. ¢¢Restoring**²² and ¢¢Functioning**²² use cases continuity 
is subject to the arrangements of the terrorists and is mainly under their control. Nonetheless, security actor 
¢¢EU SecurityCorps AwarenessOperation**²² had started its intelligence, investigative & research operations 
long before t4** and they will continue long after t8**, having certain information about the potential ¢¢Actor= 
NEW TERRORIST**²². For this reason the ¢¢Conflict (battle) Interface²² is fuzzy since both crisis response 
actors** have prepared their own systems and technologies. Their intensive cooperation brings positive 
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results in all phases (use cases**), which is blazonry mathematically displayed by the very thin arrows in Fig. 
3. The PAR distribution oscillate less around PAR**4: it has a depressed and flattened plot shape, apart from 
the ¢¢Settling**²² phase, where a contraction is required. Around time t7**, a start ¢¢Tracing up**²² phase is 
required when PAR**7 # 0 and this phase extension serves to counter any diffusion of further threat. PAR**8 
is maximally depressed by means of global countermeasures. Nevertheless, PAR**8 # PAR***8 is the starting 
point for third and future TTPLCs***. The PAR**6 value is lower than the span parameter: PAR* ´span´  !  
PAR**max. It reduces the threat of the future harmfulness and impact of a peril. A better level of awareness 
allows the training and exercise ¢¢Multinational FR AwarenessOperation**²² of European ¢¢Special** 
equipped EU FR²² on ¢¢EU Awareness** ENV III²². 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Blazonry operation scenario of ever unpredicted threat terror scene in a second** life cycle situation happenning on European 
territory 
 
The required constant international and EU cooperation and exchange of international 
knowledge/experience hampers the possible resurgence of new terrorists***. The spread of a ´Grand Zero 
idea´ is suppressed and controlled. But this does not-exclude its possible future occurrence elsewhere in the 
world, especially within European territory. This crisis situation scenario for the threat´s continuity is 
modelled in Fig. 4, which illustrates the institutional birth of ¢¢***EU Crisis/Emrg Mngmnt Institution²² and 
¢¢EU Security Institution: Awareness & Planning Operations***= principalActor²². Formerly ad hoc operated 
EU and national crisis management is institutionalised! (process system triangle shape symbol***) in 
European security environments. Both institutions follow the abating, weakening and suppression of the terror 
threat, and demonstrate a mastering of continuity. They will be operating within a crisis / emergency / security 
scenery within the EU territory, since this was one of the aforementioned aims targeted by the CAST project 
[3]. The first projected EU institution would take the initiative as the principal actor (stakeholder) in the battle 
against terrorists. Virtually, both the above institutions and their intensive cooperation under circumstances 
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i*** = (8,f²; U9|U10; PAR**8=PAR***8; PAR8 t PAR12 brings positive results. They are blazonry 
mathematically externalized in the illustration using very thin arrows in Fig. 4. The PAR distribution 
oscillates less around PAR***8: PAR depression and the flattened plot shape is obtained across whole 
TTPLCs***, excluding the ¢¢Settling***²² phase, where time contraction is required. The phase ¢¢Tracing 
up**²² metamorphoses into the largest ¢¢Abating***²² use case, where a zero PAR value is required as a result 
of all the intensive global effort by non terrorist participants before, during and after the entire TTPLC*** 
duration.  It also significantly reduces the threat of the future harmfulness and impact of a peril. A better level 
of awareness of EU FRs boosts their ¢¢EUresponse	RepressiveTraining***²² competency for ¢¢EU/national 
Exercise*** ENV VI²² training on ¢¢EU Awareness*** ENV IV²² executing ENVs. 
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Fig. 4. Blazonry operation scenario during third and future*** life cycles situation, European crisis management institutionalism 
3. Conclusions and proposals for EU  
In future, it is certain that both EU institutions must be set up and further developed and cultivated under a 
fair EU societal security. This will require cooperation on an institutional security platform at European 
Commission level with the Alliance´s (NATO) defence and security forces and response/ rescue components. 
However, initially the institutions can only have an informative knowledge-sharing, methodological, 
standardization, curricular, training, communication and interoperation framework. This framework will have 
an important role within internal pan-European security, especially in strengthening awareness concerning 
new and supranational threats, in continuity planning for European organizational structures and in improving 
societal security of the whole European Union. 
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